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Introduction 

Sales productivity is key to attaining a competitive edge in today’s 
increasingly saturated and competitive market. Sales organizations 
must respond quickly and efficiently to meet the needs of prospects and 
customers alike. Unfortunately, only 36% of a seller’s day is dedicated to 
core selling activities.1

Since most sales pros are working across an average of 8.6 systems, 
applications, tools, and information resources, they’re unable to be as 
effective as they could be.2 That means that a lot of opportunities to 
generate top-line growth are missed because the sales organization lacks 
the information at their fingertips to be proactive. 

A sales enablement tool like Dynamics 365 Sales empowers your sales 
organization, from sales reps to sales managers, to become more 
productive by providing them with all the tools they need to do their jobs 
in one place. It’s also device agnostic, enabling them to get the job done 
anytime and anywhere while giving you, as head of sales, access to 
granular data to see what is going on—making it easier to pivot your sales 
strategy and tactics with ease. 

In this eBook, we will show you three ways that Dynamics 365 Sales will 
help make your sales organizations more effective. Read on. 

https://alithya.com/en/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenkrogue/2018/01/10/why-sales-reps-spend-less-than-36-of-time-selling-and-less-than-18-in-crm/#3aff7feeb998
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenkrogue/2018/01/10/why-sales-reps-spend-less-than-36-of-time-selling-and-less-than-18-in-crm/#3aff7feeb998
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/make-life-easier-service-reps-customers-win/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/make-life-easier-service-reps-customers-win/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/make-life-easier-service-reps-customers-win/
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Setting the Course for Success

Between making sure prospects are getting the follow up they need and keeping the CRM up to date, 
your sales professional’s time is being consumed on administrative tasks instead of driving sales.
Sales enablement tools were created to help unlock your professionals’ and sellers’ productivity by 
giving them access to the information they need at the time they need it. 

It’s no surprise that using one system that combines all the tools, processes, and information your 
sales teams use right at their fingertips is an attractive investment. Just imagine how much more 
effective your sellers would be if they could:

Dynamics 365 Sales turns all these capabilities into reality by incorporating everything your sales pros 
need to get the job done. In addition to being a beneficial tool for your sellers, it’s also useful across 
all layers of the sales organization. For sales managers, the Sales hub equips them with better 
visibility into the sales pipeline to develop and coach frontline sales to close deals faster. For you, as 
head of sales, it highlights where the organization needs to improve to yield better results.

In Highspot’s state of sales enablement report, companies that leverage a sales enablement platform 
for their sales team report win rates 7% higher than those that don’t.3 Tapping into a robust tool like 
Dynamics 365 Sales  will set your sales organization up for success. It will drive tighter alignment 
between sales and the customer journey, streamline key processes, improve customer relationships, 
and synchronize sales systems to bring your sales strategy to life. 

Look at a dashboard and get a quick view of their entire day

Use AI to understand the best steps to take to convert a lead into an opportunity

Have data insights and historical data at their fingertips for better customer interactions 

Rely on a system that automatically syncs all activities and inputs into CRM/ERP without 
manual entry

Close deals faster by tapping into a business process workflow feature so they get it 
right every time 

Find everything they need in one centralized location

https://engage.highspot.com/viewer/5ee8fdd266bbaa10219fcef2?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldWaU9EY3lZemxtTWpneCIsInQiOiJuMUVyRllkY2RcL3p6cjhzZkI1MFlJXC9SQTY5Mnppc3VrN0FtOW5nQUhMXC9IZVwvS3NicUwrQ21TNWwyRWsyRHFOR3RZKzF0a0RuOWV3R0Q4RlVLaGxaSU5MeVlkXC96ODJBUDZGZmk2NExZUlpQaFRZOGxRakllR0tHXC9RSUxWSnY2VCJ9
https://engage.highspot.com/viewer/5ee8fdd266bbaa10219fcef2?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldWaU9EY3lZemxtTWpneCIsInQiOiJuMUVyRllkY2RcL3p6cjhzZkI1MFlJXC9SQTY5Mnppc3VrN0FtOW5nQUhMXC9IZVwvS3NicUwrQ21TNWwyRWsyRHFOR3RZKzF0a0RuOWV3R0Q4RlVLaGxaSU5MeVlkXC96ODJBUDZGZmk2NExZUlpQaFRZOGxRakllR0tHXC9RSUxWSnY2VCJ9
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Making Your Sales Organization More Effective

Sales enablement solutions are quickly becoming a go-to resource for sales organizations seeking 
to gain a competitive edge. In 2019, the sales enablement software market grew to $1.1B, and it is 

expected to reach $2.6B by 2024.4 

While there are many sales enablement solutions in the market to choose from, it’s important to find 
one that works for all levels of your organization. More specifically, one that allows field sales and 
managers to work in the field, in the office, or at home. 

If you’re already using Dynamics 365, then it’s worth looking into Sales Hub. Let’s look at the three 
ways Sales Hub makes your sales organizations more effective. 

Streamline Frontline Sales Processes and 

Functions

There’s a direct correlation between the seller 
experience and the prospect experience. If your 
sales pros are frustrated by the many hurdles 
they encounter while they do their work, you 
can be assured that their frustration will be 
transferred to your prospects. Remove the 
roadblocks for sellers and you eliminate barriers 
to their productivity. 

Dynamics 365 Sales improves productivity by 
integrating the tools your sales team uses most 
and allows access without leaving the 
application. After all, wouldn’t it be easier to 
get your job done if all the information you 
ever needed was quickly accessible, not just 
on email, but on phones and mobile devices as 
well? Let’s unpack this further.

Dynamics 365 Sales Hub 
is extremely customizable, 
allowing you to tailor 
business processes to 
your business needs. This 
is useful should you have 
a different sales process 
than the one suggested by 
the system.

https://alithya.com/en/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-2-6bn-sales-enablement-platform-market-by-component-organization-size-deployment-type-industry-vertical-and-region---forecast-to-2024--300848016.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-2-6bn-sales-enablement-platform-market-by-component-organization-size-deployment-type-industry-vertical-and-region---forecast-to-2024--300848016.html
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A sales pro’s most trusted companion is their email. It’s the tool they use most to communicate 
with customers, set up their day, and track sales activities. If they had the option to work 
exclusively out of their inbox, chances are many would. Dynamics 365 Sales Hub integrates with 
Outlook and provides users with all the capabilities of the desktop application.

Activities, contact information, open and closed opportunities are easily accessible in Outlook. 
They can even track lead information and tap into business processes to qualify leads into 
opportunities without leaving their email. Sellers can also leverage the AI assistant in Outlook, 
which helps them identify the next best action to take to move the lead forward by reviewing 
information from the lead record. 

And if they need to work on a specific account, your sales pro can quickly get information about 
the account’s historical data directly from the timeline feature. 

For example, let’s say your seller looks at the activities pane and sees that they have a call with 
a client regarding the purchase of an order. Your seller can look at the timeline to see historical 
activities related to the account and can even call them directly within Outlook. In turn, the call is 
automatically recorded into Dynamics 365 so that you can track client activities in CRM.

But what if they want to use the phone to contact the client? No problem. Because Sales Hub can 
be accessed via phone, any calls or verbal notes made with the phone are automatically recorded 
in the system and synced back to the contact record in CRM.

Download Dynamics 365 via your 
Android/iPhone app store and gain 
instant access to all the apps you 
need to do your job anywhere. Since 
everything is integrated, you can 
easily record calls, take voice notes, 
and track client conversations while 
having it sync back to your ERP/
CRM automatically. 

Work From Your Mobile Phone

https://alithya.com/en/
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Your sales pros can also gain insight from other 
client engagements with the email engagement 
feature. This allows your sales team to see if the 
client has interacted with the communication 
while the AI assistant quickly surfaces the 
next steps for your agent to take. Similarly, 
your sellers can tap into the business process 
features and AI assistant to qualify leads into 
opportunities. All of this can be done on a 
desktop and mobile device as well as in Outlook.

Working on moving leads to opportunities, and 
then closing them, is only part of the equation. 
The other part is providing your sellers with 
the tracking and reporting tools that will help 
them meet their sales goals and objectives. All 
dashboards, records, and assets can be edited 
in the tool and updated in real time across all 
synced apps and software. This is extremely 
powerful, as it ensures that everyone is always 
working from the best and most current 
information possible. 

Many sellers prefer to work with Excel and 
Word. The Sales Hub makes it easy for sales 
pros to use their favorite tools, enabling them to 
make updates with Excel and Word and syncing 
changes into the system. They don’t even have 
to open a new window or the application. Sales 
pros can make all the updates from the devices 
or applications they like to use the most. 

Sales Hub reduces the number of applications 
your sales pros need to cycle through to get 
the job done. Since everything is accessible, 
valuable time and resources are focused on the 
tasks that will yield the highest ROI, not wasted 
through various modalities.

https://alithya.com/en/


Video: Watch Dynamics 365  
Sales Hub in Action 
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Empower Your Sales Managers 

Sales managers don’t have enough time in the 
day to train their teams. And yet, taking time 
to coach and develop frontline sales is key to 
unlocking their productivity and efficiency to 
close deals faster. 
 
Dynamics 365 Sales Hub comes with out-of-
the-box functionalities that equip your sales 
managers with the information they need to 
train frontline sellers more effectively. The sales 
manager dashboard, for example, gives your 
sales manager an overview of all the open/
closed opportunities and leads. 
 
They can click on the charts displayed in the 
dashboard and dig deeper by toggling the view 
they want to understand better. For example, 
they can click on “view all accounts” and select 
a specific one. From there, they can see who 
is working on the account, get a timeline of 
activity, and contact the sales pro to see how 
they can help move a lead along. 
 
Sales managers can also tap into Power BI to 
create custom reporting that pulls information 
from both ERP and CRM. They can then dig 
deep into the data to drive better conversations 
with their sellers. 

Similarly, the sales forecasting tool allows your 
sales manager to oversee the pipeline. They can 
also see trends across their sales pros and their 
open opportunities in the system to understand 
when a particular seller closes more deals 
during the month, how much they have in the 
pipeline, and how close they are to meeting their 
sales quota. In turn, all these data points can be 
used to have more meaningful conversations 
with the sales team to drive positive results.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5pABTTFExQ&feature=youtu.be


Gain Greater Visibility Into Your Sales Organization 

Since Dynamics 365 Sales Hub integrates with CRM and ERP, it provides you with a better picture 
of your sales organization. For example, you can leverage the same tools available to your sales 
team and managers to drive better conversations, identify areas for improvement, and use the 
data insights to make more informed business decisions. 

A tool like the sales forecast, for example, is a great way to gain a quick overview of what is 
going on in your sales organizations. This can be used whether you want a quick snapshot of 
what’s going on overall or you want to dig into specific territories. Security mechanisms can also 
be enabled if you want to ensure certain accounts remain private and visible only to the specific 
teams managing the opportunities.
 
To unlock the benefits of Sales Hub for your organization, it’s essential to connect with a Microsoft 
partner to configure the solution to your business needs. Why? Because to maximize the tool to its 
highest and best use, it’s crucial to understand how it fits into your organization, what integrations 
need to take place, and what processes and workflows need to be created or optimized to make 
sure you are getting the most from your tool. 
 
Technology implementations often fail when organizations don’t have a clear vision of how the 
tool works and how to roll it out to ensure adoption. Working with a partner will provide you with 
the business expertise and industry solutions to tailor Sales Hub to your needs. And once you 
have this tool in place, closing bigger deals, driving better customer engagement, and experiencing 
high top-line growth becomes a breeze. 

www.alithya.com | 9
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Conclusion 

As the head of sales, unlocking your sales 
organization’s productivity is essential 
to staying on track, meeting your goals, 
and staying competitive. For sellers to be 
effective, the complexities of their role must 
be streamlined to make them more efficient. 
Meanwhile, your sales managers need to be 
empowered to step in and help their sales 
teams in real time to proactively mitigate 
impediments to closing opportunities. And 
finally, the whole organization benefits from 
greater transparency and visibility to make the 
decisions that will drive growth.

Interested in learning how you can deploy this tool? 

Talk to one of our Sales Hub specialists. 

About Alithya ALITHYA GROUP INC. IS A LEADER IN STRATEGY AND DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION IN NORTH AMERICA. Founded in 1992, the 
Company counts on thousands of professionals in Canada, the United 
States and Europe. Alithya’s integrated offering is based on four pillars of 
expertise: strategy services, application services, enterprise solutions and 
data and analytics. Alithya’s Microsoft practice covers a wide array of 
capabilities, including Dynamics, Azure, IoT, AI, business and advanced 
analytics, digital solutions, application development and architecture.
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